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Hosea Matlou Biography and CV 

  
Artist Biography 

 

Finance and accounting alumnus now a full-time artist  

  

Hosea Matlou moved from Ga-Mokgopone near Polokwane to Pretoria in 2000 to pursue a qualification in finance and accounting at 

the Tshwane University of Technology. Hosea Matlou is a largely self-taught artist who was exposed to the visual arts through a 

community project while studying Finance and Accounting at Tshwane University of Technology in 2000. However, after being 

exposed to the visual arts through a community-based project, he rethought his career path and ventured full time into the world 

of a practising artist from 2002. His first exhibition opened at the Centurion Art Gallery 15 June 2010.   

  

In 2004, he and three fellow artists started a studio in a rented flat in the city centre. Here a cross-pollination of artistic approaches and 

techniques ensued and his painting technique was refined. But it was drawing that captivated him and through contact with an 

Atteridgeville-based artist, William Langa, Matlou discovered the art of pastel drawing, a medium which some venerate as 

painting.  

 

The innovation inherent in his ink-and-flame embossing technique can be attributed to the lack of material he experienced and 

his search for an alternative medium of expression in the face of financial challenges. The result was a return to the basics of free-

hand drawing – strikingly comical but simultaneously serious when the artist reveals that his subject matter is closely tied with the 

cut-throat business world of capitalist pursuits.  



 
 
Art Education:  
Hosea Matlou attended communnity art workshops. He has also got some advice from William Langa, Emmy Mark and Mike Mmutle 

and attended a free drawing workshop at Pretoria Technikon now called Tshwane University of Technology 
International Exhibition 
2011- Showcasing artists from Australia, Korea, Japan, South Africa, China, Spain and France, ‘Conversations’ is a collaborative project 

between collector Michelle Paterson and gallerist Iain Dawson. 
Conversations presents a global perspective through the eyes of artist, curator and collector and an opportunity for art buyers, from 

novice to seasoned collectors looking for a fresh direction. Many of these artists have not exhibited in Australia previously. 
Group Exhibition: 
Group exhibition titled ‘Concurrere’ The theme of the exhibition is Concurrere, from the Latin meaning ‘concurrence’ at Kievits Kroon 

Country Estate. 
Group Exhibition: State Theatre Art Gallery, Chris Tugwell Galleries. Universal Art Gallery, Pretoria association of Arts, Russia, Sammy 

Marks Square conference Centre, Egolly Art Gallery, Department Of Art And Culture PTA Building. 
Solo Exhibition 
  
2010- “Alumnus” Hosea Matlou’s first solo exhibition held at the Centurion Art Gallery in June.  
2013- Solo exhibition by Hosea Matlou, entitled – The Good, the Bad and the Fear at Art Lovers 
Solo art exhibitions: IDASA, CEDPA-SA, Amnesty International. 

 
Public Commission:  

Department of art and culture PTa Building  
St. Lorient Fashion and art Gallery 

Trent Art Gallery 
Queens life style bought 42 pastel drawings 

Universal Art bought 20 pastel drawings  
Egolly Art Gallery bought pastel drawings  
Country Director of CEDPA-SA bought oil painting 

 
 



Press Release/ Artist Statement 

 His free-hand drawings often feature his innovative ink-and-flame embossing technique - an alternative technique he developed 

due to the financial difficulties he experienced. His images are playful and free with a deliberate loose sense of control but 

considered with deeper meaning and exploration.  

 

His free sketches with embossing and half-burned images present real people and scenes he encounters from the city. The works 

often feature men in suits carrying briefcases – strikingly comical but simultaneously serious - reveals his commentary on 

the cut-throat business world of capitalist pursuits. 

 

His work mostly portrays lawyers. The title: “Crime free for a year” it’s an imaginary concept. An idealistic concept that can 

change many lives in the country, as everyone wants to live somewhere safe, although ‘safety’ can cover a whole range of 

variables. Some may prioritise civil freedoms, such as freedom of speech, whilst others consider no crime or low crime rates 

an accurate reflection of a country’s safety.   

 



Address by the Deputy Minister of Justice and Constitutional Development,  
The Hon John Jeffery, MP 

At the opening of the Hosea Matlou Solo Exhibition - “Crime free for a year”,  
St Lorient Gallery, Pretoria, 

13 September 

 Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 There is a saying that art does not only portray, but evokes.  Art is the mirror that shows us who we are, and what we can be. 

  

From as early as the 1930s pioneering artist Gerard Sekoto portrayed urban African life in places such as Sophiatown and District Six. 

Periods of residence in Sophiatown and District Six produced vibrant and powerful pieces evoking both the colourful cultural 

activity and the tensions of the township. The paintings from this time are in a sense historical records as these areas were 

bulldozed in the fifties and sixties. 

  

As the apartheid state became more repressive in the 70s and 80s, many artists depicted the harsh realities of South African life.  

 In the early 1980s, for instance, Paul Stopforth made a series of works dealing with police torture. Robert Hodgins satirized figures of 

power in paintings. The work of Helen Sebidi speaks of the struggle of human life, figures battling upwards, as though 

drowning, while William Kentridge used expressionist drawings to expose the hypocrisy and irony of white South African life.  

 

 The subject of Hosea’s work for this exhibition “Crime free for a year,” seeks to challenge us, to make us think, about crime, injustice, 

prejudice. Not only that, but also to evoke the other side of crime – peace, tolerance, safety. 

 I’m told that Hosea got his first break as a result of the purchase of his artwork as a gift for former Finance Minister Trevor Manuel, 

following his 2003 Budget Speech.  
  
  
  
  
  
  



From studying Financial Accounting to taking a leap of faith and becoming a full-time artist, Hosea Matlou has progressed 
magnificently over the last 15 or so years, with exhibitions at a number of galleries, including the Pretoria Art Museum. We 
also know him for the exquisite wooden frames that come from his studio. 

  
Hosea’s work has for some time focused on law and lawyers, in particular, portraying former President Nelson Mandela and former 

Chief Justice of the Constitutional Court, Pius Langa, and their efforts in fighting for human rights.  His free-hand drawings 
often feature his innovative ink and flame embossing technique. His images are playful and free with a deliberate loose sense 
of control but considered with deeper meaning and exploration. 

  
The works in this exhibition do evoke – they evoke hope and belief in a crime free society.  
  
The subject matter is described as “an idealistic concept that can change many lives in the country, as everyone wants to live 

somewhere safe, although 'safety' can cover a whole range of variables. Some may prioritise civil freedoms, such as freedom 
of speech, whilst others consider no crime or low crime rates an accurate reflection of a country's safety.” 

  
This evocation, this ideal of a crime free society, is something that we in government share.  In fact, our National Development 

Plan’s Vision 2030 imagines a society in which: 
“… people living in South Africa feel safe and have no fear of crime. They are safe at home, at school, at work and enjoy an active 

community life free of fear. Women can walk freely in the streets and children can play safely outside. The police service is a 
well-resourced professional institution staffed with highly skilled officers who value their work, serve the community, 
safeguard life and property without discrimination, protect the peaceful against violence and respect the rights of all to 
equality and justice." 

  
But crimes are not only contact crimes, violent crimes or economic crimes.  
 Often prejudice inequality and discrimination are also crimes – crimes against the values underpinning our Constitution and 

everything that we stand for and fought for in our attainment of a free and democratic society.  
  
For this reason, government is equally committed to fighting inequality, intolerance, poverty and discrimination in the same we as 

we fight crime in our streets and in our communities. 
  
I know this is going to be a very successful exhibition.  
  
We often say art is poetry without words. Enjoy. 
  



PICTURES OF THE OPENING 

 Artist: Hosea Matlou  

 Guests 



 Opening speaker:the Deputy Minister of Justice and Constitutional 
Development,  

The Hon John Jeffery, MP and Artist: Hosea Matlou  
 

Kim, Mr Andries Carl Nel the Deputy Minister of Cooperative 
Governance and Traditional Affairs: Republic of South Africa. Hosea 
Malou Anton Smit and Lucy Anastasiadis- St.Lorient Art Gallery 

Guests 



Hosea Matlo 
“Untitled” 

Pen & Fire on Fabiano paper,  
71 x 50 cm 

 
Hosea Matlo 
“Interaction” 

Pen & Fire on Fabiano paper,  
71 x 50 cm 

 



Hosea Matlo 
“Molamodi” 

Pen & Fire on Fabiano paper,  
71 x 50 cm 

 





Hosea Matlo 
“ Respect” 

Pen & Fire on Fabiano paper,  
65 x 45cm 
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